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PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE
Group Observing Sessions - A New Year's Resolution

Surely, a priority of any astronomy' club (and of the executive members of

that club) is to organize observing sessions at some suitable location to which

all club members are invited. Commonly referred to as "star parties", these

sessions have always proven to be highly enjoyable. After all, what better way

to learn astronomy than to get out to observe the real sky? Meetings, talks,

films, etc. should always be activities secondary in importance to group observing

sessions—why just hear about astronomy when you can actually do astronomy? And

for inspiring interest in astronomy no photograph, film or talk will ever sub

stitute for a look through a real honest-to-goodness telescope! Group observing

-sessions are also excellent opportunities for the person beginning in astronomy

to talk to more experienced observers and telescopists, and to look through some

instruments he or she may have only seen advertised in the glossy magazines.

While it all sounds great on paper, implementing the idea is a little

trickier than first imagined. The problem can be summed up in one word: Murphy!

It seems whenever you plan an observing session days or weeks ahead of time,

Murphy always manages to intervene with his most deadly of weapons—clouds!

Witness the weekend of Aug. 11 and 12 when we all had such great hopes for a

Ferseid meteor observing session, along with a summer barbecue, etc. What was

to have been the biggest astronomical weekend since the General Assembly simply

flopped!

However, we are determined to keep at it, and to not let such things as

cold weather, full moons, & perpetual twilight stop us! Murphy has got to

give in some time!? So under the direction of observing chairperson Mark Leenders,

we have resolved to attempt to organize a regular series of group observing

sessions, likely to be held at either at two locations: Andrew Lowe's

observatory near Ardrossan, or Tony Whyte's Ellerslie observatory. The former

is equipped with a 30 cm reflector, while the latter has a 20 cm refractor,

(figured it out yet? That's 12*5 inch and 8 inch!) Both sites are readily

accessible. If and when we acquire the excellent dark-sky observing site far

out in the country that we have been searching for, then we can certainly

begin to have sessions out there as well. Till then, we are very much

dependent on the hospitality of Andrew and Tony.

As of this writing, star parties are planned for the end of January at

Andrew's, and a possible daytime solar session as an eclipse rehearsal at a

time & place T.B.A. (check this issue for more details.) And don't forget



the biggest group observing session of them all—southern Manitoba on Feb.

26 for the Eclipse! Murphy and PWA not withstanding, Ihope many are planning O
an expedition to see totality.

During the past few weeks, there has been a fair amount of observing
going on—much of it by various regular attendees of the Observer's Corner

meetings and most of the sessions being organized on a very impromptu lastr .
minute basis. There is a general policy around the Observer's Corner that

someone will be doing some observing somewhere on any given weekend. Often

a group heads out to Ellerslie, or Devon, or Andrew's or wherever. If a clear

Friday or Saturday night rolls around, and if no group, session has been

advertised, and you'd like to do some observing with a group of friendly folks,
PLEASE GIVE MARK LEENDERS A CALL AT . He can fill you in on where ,
people might be going that particular evening, and give you directions on how
to get there. ANYONE AND EVERYONE IS WELCOME TO COME ALONG, so don't wait

for the advertised group nights—any Friday or Saturday will likely see some
observing activity around Ellerslie or Ardrosson, etc. But it is up to you.
to join.in! We'd be pleased to have you along.

(If you need transportation to the observing site, please don't let ^S
that stop you—tell Mark and he'll do his best to round up a ride for you,
and your telescope, with one of the other members.)

We hope you enjoy this issue of Stardust. Next meetings:

Jan. 7; 1:30 P.M. (Observer's Corner, U of A Physics Bldg, Rm 445)
Jan. 8; 8:00 P.M. (General Meeting, Planetarium)

Till then, Clear skies and a'Happy Prosperous New Year to everyone!

. - . Alan Dyer

EDITOR'S MESSAGE
Greetings! Yess, this is THE Stardust, the official publication of the

Edmonton Centre of the R.A.S.C. "What's happening?" you ask. Let me tell you a
little tale of woe.

Between the November and December meetings there were only. 3 weeks instead
of the usual 4 and sometimes 5. These "shortfalls" occur once a year and this
year it hit a very bad time for me. Thus as you have already seen, STARDUST was
typed in a rather haphazard manner. But on top of that, I had problems getting
the issue to press.

As many of you know, STARDUST is run off on a Xerox 9200 at the Parks
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and Recreation offices. Well, STARDUST was ready on December 6th, but the

" machine wouldn't work. Xerox still wouldn't work the next day (gasp) so it was

farmed out (to the tune of $80). So, STARDUST was mailed Thursday which is why

sorae-of you received it on Monday, some on Tuesday'(some never???). But there's

morel

As of the end of December, the Xerox was still not functioning to my

satisfaction (it seems not to like long paper). So....change of format time.

I can't take the chance of STARDUST not getting out:again (especially in January

when my workload.will*be even worse!). So enjoy the new format and have a

Merry New Year. Who knows what you'll see next in this ever-changing newsletter.

Thanks to one and all who helped make the 1978 version of STARDUST one of the

best Centre-newsletters around. Keep those cards, letters and articles flowing

in. Deadline for the February issue is the. meeting of January 8th.

Paul Deans

MERTON STREET NEWS

(A semi-regular .column featuring news from the National Council of the RASC based

in Toronto.)

A meeting of the National Council was held in Toronto, September 30th, 1978

to which each RASC Centre was invited to send its representative. Franklin

Loehde, from Edmonton was in attendance along with reps-irom several other Centres

(mostly Eastern Centres) and of course members of the elected National Executive.

Here is a brief summary and some of the business that was discussed:

The announced winner of the RASC Gold Medal for the year 1978 was

Mr. Douglas R. Gies of the Toronto Centre. This award is presented .

to a graduating 4th Year U of T Arts and Science Student who meets-

certain criteria for outstanding achievement in Astronomy courses

there. Mr. Gies is a member of the Toronto Centre.

A committee has been established to investigate the idea of producing

a "RASC Astronomical Calendar" for 1980. They are looking for suggestions

and will no doubt be looking for astrophotograph's to illustrate the

calendar, if the project goes ahead.- (Sounds like a good idea!)

A total of $1,865 was received in donations toward the J.F. Heard Memorial

Fund for the purpose of publishing a number of papers written by the late

C^ Dr. Heard, awell-knwon member of the R.A.S.C. The first of these papers
should appear in the February issue of the RASC Journal.
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Mr. George Ball (Victoria Centre) was our representative at the-convention

of the International Union of Amateur Astronomers held this past summer in
Dublin, Ireland.

The Kingston Centre suggested that the RASC produce an "Observing Log", but
the Council decided the idea was impractical at the time.

Hamilton Centre was granted $600 from the Special Projects fund to help
finance the construction of their new Centre Observatory. This fund was

set up last year to assist local centres in worthwhile projects.-

Dr. Higgs, editor of the RASC Journal, said that printing costs for the

Journal and the National Newsletter were about 11% higher in 1978 than

anticipated. The Journal and Newsletter are now.costing each regular RASC
member about $8 per year; with $5 going to the Journal, $3 to the N.N.L.

By 1980, these costs per member will likely be higher still. A request
for a.substantial-increase in our Nat. Research Council 1979 Grant was being
made. (This Grant is applied to subsidizing the Publication's costs.) No

change^in;format-for either the Journal or the Newsletter are planned.for.»79.

Currently, the Journal is receiving just enough material to adequately fill

the 6 issues printed per year. The Newsletter is, on the other hand, ^*
receiving a more than ample supply of articles and Frank Shinn, editor of

the Newsletter suggested an expansion of the N.N.L. from 16 pages per issue

to 18 pages, at an extra cost of $1000 per year. No decision was reached on

this suggestion.

Dr. Higgs remarked that he would not likely continue on as editor-of the

Journal past 1980.

14,000 copies of the RASC Observer Handbook were sold in 1978. A run of

15,000 was planned for the 1979 edition.

An "Administartive Handbook" has been prepared and distibiited to local

Centres to help in improving communications between the Centres and the

National Office (I have received a copy of this and it is excellent and

very useful. Good work!)

The London Centre reported on their plans for the 1979 General Assembly, in

particular on their plan to have Dr. Gerard O'Neill (of Space Colony Fame)

as the Guest Speaker. (Fantastic!)

It was decided not to re-design the Seal of the Society at this time. (The

"Quo Ducit Urania" emblem.) ' ' "

The property Commitee is actively looking for some suitable real estate in
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a residential area of Toronto to act as our new headquarters and to also

provide us with annual rental income. Jack Newton, Chairman of this Commitee,

would have to act very quickly if a suitable property becomes available.

Dr. Percy suggested that the next Council meeting be held in Winnipeg on the

Sunday preceeding the total eclipse.

As you see, there's a lot more to the RASC than what goes on in just Edmonton

Centre. Hope you found this report of interest.

•-- - - Alan Dyer

TREASURER'S REPORT NainalCounclRepresentative
Enclosed is a list of members as supplied by our Treasurer.

The list is accurate to December 16, 1978. If you are not on this list and you

have paid for the 1978-79 year, check with Christine Kulyk ( ). If you

have not paid (and are therefore not on this list) you shall cease recieving all

RASC information with this issue of STARDUST.

ABBOTT: Dr. A. Patrick

ARNOLD: Barry
BALAZS: Andrew J.

BELCHER: Dave R.

CADIEN: Theodore Alan '

CARLEY: J. P.

COTTRELL: Vince

DAHLGREN: Merrel v.

DYER: Alan

ELLIS: David C.

FINLEY: Gary
FLOCK: Stephen
HARTLEY: George A.
HOLMGREN: David

HUBE: Dr. Doug P.
JANKE: Keith

KRYSKO: Stewart

KUNZE: Rudy
LEENDERS: Mark

LOEHDE: Franklin C.

MACDORMAND: Doug
MACMILLIAN: Alexander D.

MARELLI: John Vincent

MCDONOUGH: E. Brent

MJOLSNESS: David

MJOLSNESS: Yvonne

MONTGOMERY: Keith

POLLOCK Wolfe F.

RANKIN: Melville C. (Sr.)

ARCHER: Rev. Bernard M,

BABIAK: Dwain

BEALE: David

BOLAN: Mike

CARDINAL:. Neale

CONSTANT: Clinton

CROSS: Darrell

DEANS: Paul

EBBERS: Yni

FALCONER: Gord

FINSTAD: Karen

GULLIVER: Austin F.

HAULT: John

HOGGE: Albert J.

HUNT: Robert

KING: Bob W.

KULYK: Christine

LAUNDERS: William

LEENDERS: Nadine

LOWE: Andrew

MACKIE: David C.

MAKAROWSKI: Craig
MARTIN: Cyril
MCNEIL: Richard G.

MJOLSNESS: Lorris

MONTGOMERY: John H.

PALECH: D.M.

PRIDEAUX, Gary

RANKIN: Mel. C. (Jr.)
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RENNER: Jon REYNOLDS: Bill ^
RICHEY: Ron ROBERTSON: Jane Q
ROGERS: Ivan ROUTLEDGE: Dr. David
ROWLANDS: Evan L. ROWLANDS: Neil
RUSCH: Jenny SCHIETZSCH: Alan R.
SIMS.: Kathleen P. SINCLAIR: Eric M. -
TAUBER: Fred WALTON: Lori
WHYTE: Anthony WOOLLEY: John H. -
YAKIWCZUK: Larry

MEETING SUMMARY
Mihtues of the Regular Meeting Held on December 3, 1978

The meeting was held in the Queen Elizabeth Planetarium beginning at 8:00 P.M.

The meeting was called to order by the Vice President Ted Cadien. The Secretary
read the minutes of the November 20, 1978 meeting. As no errors or omissions were

noted the minutes stood approved as read.

The Treasurer, Christine Kulyk introduced three new members:

Albert Hogge

Alexander MacMillan

Robert Hunt

Mark Leenders reported on the success of the star parties held on December 22 and

23; also stated future plans for two more star parties to be held in December, and W
January.

Alan Dyer stated that the Eclipse flight was cancelled due to the fact that

we have no plane. An alternate plan to go by bus for a return trip of $40.00 was
proposed.

Alan ask for people to help out at the Planetarium during the Solar Eclipse.

Franklin Loehde talked about the Edmonton Journal contest for the best project in
Edmonton to celebrate Alberta's 75th Birthday. He suggested that each R.A.S.C.

members write to the Journal about building a new Planetarium.

Speakers of the evening were Alan Dyer and David Belcher on their trip to
Hawaii and to Mauna Kea.

53 members and guests attended the meeting.

PLANETARIUM NEWS ^w-
Chances are that by the time you receive this issue, you will have missed

the continued adventures of'.Inspector K.L. Metre of the Yard. The'show ended

December 31, and it appears that despite our less than holy look at the identy of Q
the star of Bethleham, audiences generally enjoyed the production (it is doubtful

however, that the lecturing staff enjoyed the show.) This year we added some
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visuals, a few effects and a minishow (that dealt with the problem of finding the

the true birthdate of Christ) to the show that ran last year. Maybe next year

(whether or not we bring the show back again) we will have a display ready that

will compliment the Christmas show.

January 2 to 14 inclusive sees the return of "Under the Pleiades", a

programme that deals with telescopes, recent discoveries in the solar system, and

of course, the winter night sky. January 16 sees the opening of "Fire in the Sky",

a show that explores the sun—its features and its effect on Earth. Of course

details on the upcoming eclipse will be included. Throughout all of this "Magic

Sky" continues to run every Sunday at 1:30 P.M. All in all, the Star Theatre is

a busy place these days. ;

_ '___'_/ _ " „ Paul Deans

ASTRONOMY UPDATE
Recent Results of Research in Astronomy

Most classes." of intrinsically variable stars are recognized as manifestations

of particular stages in the physical evolution of stars. They can be suited to

confirm, or otherwise, theoretical evolutionary stellar models. Except for extreme

eruptive events (novae and supernovae, for example) it has generally been thought

that distinct stages in stellar evolution are long term relative to, for example,

a human lifetime. Hence, we should not expect to observe significant changes in

the variability of a star in a period as short as a few years. Contary to theory

and expectation, however, such changes have been observed. Perhaps the best-known

example is RD Camelopardalis which is a Type II Cepheid. Until the late 1960s,

RU Cam was apparently pulsating with a constant period and amplitude. Then, rather

suddenly, the pulsations ceased. During subsequent years variations with a smaller

-than-nonnal amplitude have been observed.

Another star which is behaving in a similarly anomalous fashion, is a Virginis,

Spica. Spica is classed as a CMa-type variable. These are early-type stars with

small-amplitude, multi-period pulsations, the periods being of the order of a few

hours. During the past ten years, both the period and amplitude of the variation

of Spica have decreased. During the preceding 30 or 40 years the varibility had

not changed. The Amplitude of the light curve has declined form as much as 20

millimagnitudes to less than 5 millimagnitudes. (Monthly Notices R.A.S.. 185, 335,

O-" November 1978)
Methane, CH4, is well-known as a constituent of the outer planets and of some

of their satellites. It also exists in comets. Being the simplest organic
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molecule,' it should be very abundant in interstellar nebulae. The first detection ^
of interstellar methane has been made with the observation of six transitions in ^J
the microwave region in the direction of Orion A. (Astrophys. J. L43, 1978 Nov 15)

Observations of Uranus and Neptune through an interference filter centred on

a strong methane band have revealed the presence of atmospheric structure (albedo

variations) which remains stable in longitude over intervals of weeks or months.

Hence, it has been possible to use high precision methane band photometry to
measure directly the rotation periods of these outer planets. For Neptune, the
period is 18.44 ± 0.01 hours. (Astrophys J. 226, L49, 1978 November 15)

SOL III DP Hube
Modern telescopes are heavily festooned with electronic gadgetry such as

photon-counters and television cameras arid conventional photography has been in
somewhat of a decline at professional observatories. However a combination of new

photographic films and techniques is now yeilding astronomical photographs superior
in sensitivity and resolution to any electronic device. One of these new sensitive,
fine-grained films is Kodak IIIa which can be hypersensitised by soaking in dry
nitrogen followed by hydrogen gas. It has been found that the grains in faint rt
images are concentrated in the upper layers of the film emulsion while the back
ground fog is distributed throughout the whole depth. A new contact printing
technique allows only the upper layer to be reproduced, greatly reducing the amount
of fog on the final plate. (Nature, Vol. 276, No. 5688, P. 561.)

Even as^ data streams in from the Pioneer Venus 1 and 2 spacecraft, NASA is
already working on plans for a follow-up mission to the planet. The proposed new
Venus mission has NASA's top priority in its planetary sciences department, ahead
of the Halley's/Tempel 2 Coment rendezous mission. The new spacecraft would •
utilize the synthetic aperature radar successfully tested on the shortlived

Seasat mission (Stardust, Oct. 78). This radar would permit the surface of Venus
to be mapped in moderate resolution for the whole surface and at 50-metre resolu

tion for limited areas. The mission, known as the Venus Orbiting Imaging Radar
(VOIR), would be launched in December, 1984 to arrive at Venus in May,1985.
(Nature, Vol.276, No. 5688, p.552.)

The- source of the cosmic rays that incessantly bombard the Earth from all

directions remains an important unanswered question in astronomy. A U.S. physicists
has suggested that the air showers created when cosmic rays of appropriate energy ^^
collide with air molecules could be detected acoustically. When the air shower
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strikes a medium such, as a body of water an acoustic signal will be generated.

An underwater detector near the shower would register'a "click" where as a distant

detector would register something akin to thunder (a low rumble). The U.S. Navy

operates several sophisicated hydrophone stations and has done so for many years

now. These stations have probably detected signals from air showers. Analysis

of the accumulated data of many years should yield valuable information about the

origin^direction of the-air showers and the; energy of"the cosmic rays.

(Science, Vol. 202, No. 4369, P. 749-751.)

..-.-«..- - v •- -" ' - ' :::-'•'•''" •'". '* Anthony Whyte

50 & TOO YEARS AGO
January 1929: "L1 Astronomis for December contains some beautiful drawings made

at the 1926 opposition of Mars by M.E.M. Antoniadi with the 0.83 meter refractor

at Meudon. There is some trace of a broad, oblique band south of Pandorae Fretum.

He notes that in the regions enjoying summer there is a tendency for yellowish

veils, which he ascribes to clouds of fine sand raised from the desert regions, to

dim the surface markings. The darker markings showed a great variety of tints:

^J red, green, blue, violet and brown all appear in his descriptions. Solis Lacus
was green in September 1926, greenish grey in November, and brown in December. This

marking appears to have expanded in the north-south direction as compared with

former years."

January 1879: "The thirteenth offical Report of the Board of Visitors of the

Melbourne Observatory is before us. The great reflector, .though reported to be

working satisfactorily, the mirrors retaining an excellent polish, and no marked

signs of deterioration <being visible, is occasionally subject to trifling

derangements of its mechanism. Observations of the satellites of Uranus were

made on sixteen nights, and on the same number of nights the satellites of Mars

were unsuccessfully sought for; the failure to find these objects with certainly

and ease Mr. Ellery considers "somewhat unaccountable," but the reader will

hardly need to be reminded that there are other cases where the giant reflectors

have not proved so adequate for work as the large refractors."

Edited from Nature.

-•• Anthony Whyte
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INTERSTELLAR SPACEFLIGHT
Spaceflight, Colonization and Independence- A Precis*

By Michal G. Michaud

An obvious factor in the design of a manned interstellar- mission is the size

of the crew, which depends primarily on-the purpose of the mission and on payload
limitations. There is a tradeoff here: the crew must be large enough to. perform
the desired functions and to provide redundancy in case of death or incapacitation
during the long voyage, yet the crew size must be the minimum compatible with
those purposes to keep down the payload mass. These considerations favour a small
crew cross-trained in all crew functions, a ship which requires a minimum of crew

attention, and the maximum use of compact on-board artificial intelligence.
Beyond the human life span and life support, the most important considerations

for manned star flight are psychological, social, political, and legal. Given the
time/distance/velocity problem and the need to keep payload mass to a minimum to
reduce energy requirements, the crew of a manned starship may be confined in a
relatively small space for an extended period of time. It would require extra
ordinary, even superhuman dedication and psychological, stability for crew ^
members to remain sane, objective, and committed to their original goals throughout
a voyage consuming much or all of their lives, and to avoid dangerous conflicts

among themselves. Humans have worked together successfully in difficult and

limited environments such as undersea laboratories, Antarctic stations, Skylab,
and Salyut for months at a time, but interstellar flight will be a new order of
magnitude, and there will be no immediately available outside world to serve as a

psychological crutch. Even in these earlier versions of confined biospheres,
tensions began to rise and behavioural peculiarities began to appear in some-cases;
what might happen fifteen years out from Sol? .Individual crew members will need

constructive outlets for tensions, frustrations, and boredom, and for feelings of
aggression toward other crew members. For an active crew, the ship must provide
the maximum variety, stimulation, and recreational opportunities compatible with
-mass limitations. These considerations also argue for rigorous standards in the
selection of early starship crews, with emphasis on physical health, longevity,
psychological stability, skill and interest diversity, and cross-trainability.

For a crew of any size, there will have to be a stable, accepted relationship
among its members. Responsibities and duties must be clearly understood and
regarded as fair and proportionate. Any hierarchical system of organisation will

♦Originally published in Journ. Brit. Interplan. Soc. Vol 30, No. 3.
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be subject to strain; it will be difficult for a captain to maintain his leadership

over such an extended period without challenges from his subordinates, especially

since there will be no nearby enforcing outside authority outside this minisociety

(7). Collective leadership has well-established disadvantages, especially in

emergency situations, and becomes progressively more difficult as the size of the

crew increases. At the same time, the skills and educational backgrounds of the

crew members and their awareness of their shared destiny may encourage egalitarian

expectations and a disinclination to accept unexplained commands. Cultural homo

geneity among crew members may r,educe social frictions, and may be an important',

factor in the selection process.

A.T.IVL

TELESCOPE TUBES ' »

A telescope is a complex instrument— it is composed of many different parts

serving a wide variety of functions. The individual components are often taken

for granted by the typical telescope owner. One such component is the tube.

The word "tube" describes the component that connects the optics together as a

system. In many cases, the "tube" actually is a tube of metal, plastic, or

cardboard, but sometimes, the "tube" may be an open structure of connecting rods

or beams, a rectangular box, or even a simple board with the optics^mounted on it.

The present discussion is intended to describe the functions and desirable

characteristics of telescope tubes, and to provide suggestions for selecting

or making a telescope tube.

TUBE CHARACTERISTICS:

The tube serves several functions; it must support the optical system, it

must protect the optical system, and it must thermally isolate the optical system.

While performing these functions, it must satisfy physical restrictions as to

size and weight. In general, the following characteristics should be considered:

(a), Dimensions: The tube should be long enough so that the mirror cell and

secondary support can be mounted in it, a good rule to thumb being to make the

length of the tube equal to the focal length of the primary mirror. The diameter

of the tube (specifically, the inside diameter ID) must be larger than the diameter

of the primary mirror. This is not as much to provide adequate ventilation, as is

implied by most books on telescope making, as it is to minimize vignetting. .

Vignetting is the obstruction of off-axis light rays by some element in the optical

path. Minimum suggested inside diameters for various mirror sizes are given by

the formula:
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approximate tube size", (cm,ID) •» mirror size (cm) + unvignetted field (cm)

Note that this is the minimum tube size.' Larger" tubes can be used, but weight ^%
and bulkiness should also be considered. The unvignetted field is usually deter

mined by the diagonal size and can be calculated. Typical values for-standard

mirror sizes are listed in the table.
, typical minimum

mirror size unvignetted "feild tube 10
10 cm 1 cm 11 cm '

15 cm 1.5 cm 16.5 cm
20 cm 2'cm 22 cm

25 cm 3 cm 28 cm -
32 cm 4 cm 36 cm

(b) Weight: It should be obvious that the lightest tube is to be preferred for

a portable telescope. For a fixed telescope, this consideration also applies —

the heavier the tube, the heavier the mount and drive, and hence the more expen

sive these components will be. Because the weight of the tube depends on many

factors, it is best to describe and compare weights by a function known as the

weight factor, defined by the formula: .,

weight factor: « ™l&tJS2l
length (cm) x diameter (cm) x mirror size (cm)

The weight factors for different tubes can be calculated and compared. The tube -, i

with the smallest weight factor would be best as far as weight is concerned. A ^^

suitable weight factor is 0.2, and,the actual weight factor of a tube under con

sideration should be close to, or less than, this value. (If the tube is a box

rather than a cylinder, use 4/3 x side dimension for the diameter.)

(c_) Rigidity: The principal purpose of the tube is to hold the optical elements

(primary mirror, diagonal, and eyepiece) in precise alignment. To achieve this,

the tube must be rigid, both along its length, and in cross-section. There is

no simple quantitative test of rigidity, but a simple estimate of suitable

rigidity can be made by trying to bend the tube along its length by hand pressure,

and by trying to squash the tube in cross-section, again by hand pressure. If the

tube does not flex in either case, then it is probably sufficiently rigid.

(d_) Thermal properties: The tube should'be thermally insulating. The need for

thermal insulation is most apparent in cold northern climates (ie Edmonton),

where heat from the observer's body ( at about 37°C),- external to the tube, must

be prevented from reaching the optical path (at say -40 C), inside the tube.- Heat

causes thermal air.currents which blur and distort the image produced by the

telescope. The temperature difference need not be as severe as illustrated above ^^
to cause noticable effects. Heat currents can be observed for temperature ''•'•

differences less than 10 C.
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(e) Shape: The shape of the tube is not important. While the cylindrical tube

is most common, it could as well be a square box, hexagonal box etc. The one

important point is that the structure of the tube should ensure that the optical

path from the primary mirror to the eyepiece is totally enclosed. Open structure

lattice tubes should be avoided. Most large professional telescopes violate

this rule for the reason that a solid tube of sufficient rigidity would be far

too heavy and costly. There are several reasons why closed tubes are preferred.

The first is that open tubes cannot be thermally insulating and heat currents are

typically severe. Secondly, a closed tube shields the optics (and the observer's

eye) from stray light. This is especially important when observing in the city,

but even at dark observing sites there are sources of stray light to contend with

(characters with flashlights, lights on power supplies, moonlight). A third-

advantage is the protection afforded by a closed tube to the optics, reducing

problems of dust, moisture, fingerprints etc. Finally, an open.tube is much more

difficult to construct with sufficient rigidity than a closed tube.

(f) Colour: The colour of the tube is not important. The standard is white,

but there is an increasing popularity of, more exotic colours (Celestron orange,

Edmund red, canary yellow). The one consideration is that the tube should pro

vide a bright enough silhouette in the dark to be easily visible. This should

negate the use of black tubes. The inside of the tube must be painted flat black

to minimize reflections.

SOURCES OF TUBES:

Some of the more common types of materials often employed as telescope tubes

are considered here. Individual suppliers are not mentioned — information on

these can be found under appropriate sections in the telephone directory yellow

pages.

(a) Telescope tubes: Telescope component manufacturers usually can.supply tele

scope tubes. These are the ideal components, designed specifically for telescope

use. They have optimum diameters, are light weight, good thermal insulation is

present, and they have high rigidity. Costs are typically $30 to $50 for

popular sizes, but if they must be imported from the United States, the final

cost including customs and shipping is over twice the listed price.

(b) Fiberglass tubes: Local fiberglass manufacturers can produce tubes suitable

for telescope use. These have all the advantages of the tubes available from

telescope manufacturers, but because the demand is low, they are manufactured on a

custom basis and hence are expensive, typically $70 to $90.

(c) Seamless metal tubes: Steel and aluminum tubes can sometimes be found. Steel
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tubes are far too heavy. Aluminum tubes are quite expensive with the cost of a

suitable tube probably in the" $80 to $100 price range. A metal tube would also

have to be thermally insulated internally with sheet cork or similar material

adding another $10 to the price.

(d) Plastic tubes: Large diameter plastic tubing used for plumbing or irrig

ation is readily available. Unfortunately, these are only available in even

inch sizes. They can be obtained in 3 different wall thicknesses, the 2 thinner

wall varieties not being sufficiently rigid for telescope tubes, the thick wall

tube being generally too heavy. Costs are typically $40 to $60.

(e) Cardboard tubes: The best cardboard tubes are sonotubes, used for concrete

forms and are readily available from concrete accessory dealers. They are gen

erally available in even inch sizes but occasionally can be found.in odd inch

sizes (or by special order). They are, rigid, light-weight, and inexpensive

(cost about $10), but are not sufficiently durable without additional treatment,

such as a coat of fiberglass.

(f) Furnace pipes: Rolled sheet metal (aluminum or galvanized, steel) furnace

ducts are readily available from sheet metal shops, furnace suppliers, and from

some hardware stores. They are inexpensive if stock sizes can be used ($10 or

less) but unfortunately in large diameters they are available only in 30 inch

lengths. The joining together of several 30 inch lengths does not give a suf

ficiently rigid tube. The sheet metal is quite thin and hence is also not rigid

enough in cross-section. It can be easily reinforced by wood or metal rings at

the ends, and as necessary near the center. The tube would also have to be

thermally insulated with sheet cork.

Jack Winzer

OBSERVING NOTES
Mercury — Except for a short period near the start of the month, this planet will

be too close to the sun to be easily seen.

Venus — Is at greatest elongation west on the 18th, and dominates the morning

sky with its brilliance. It is near the moon on the 23rd and 24th.

Earth — Is at perihelion (147 100 000 km) from the sun on the 4th.

Mars — is too close to the sun to be seen.

Jupiter —• In Cancer, it rises at sunset and is visible all night long. It is

near the moon the morning of 14th.

Saturn — In Leo it rises by mid-evening. The moon is nearby on the morning of

the 17th.
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Those of you interested in planets should check out Saturn as soon as possible,

This is the year that the rings "disappear" as we Earthlings get to see Saturn

edge-on. During January, the rings are tilted by some 4°, but by October 26-27,

the rings will be invisible to all but the largest telescopes. Even in these

large instruments they will appear only as a thin band against Saturn's bright

background. During this time, some astronomers will be searching the regions

nearest the planet for other satellites. In 1966,.when the rings were edge-on,

A. Dollfus found Saturn's 10th moon, Janus. With improved observing techniques,

more satellites may be discovered this year.
Paul Deans

ECLIPSE UPDATE
On the evening of February 26, 1979, the Winnipeg Centre of the R.A.S.C. will

be holding a banquet as a 'post-mortem' to the total eclipse that will have taken

place earlier in the day. Already, several hundred people have expressed an

interest in attending the Banquet :and up to 1000 people can be accommodated. It

promises to be an evening of tremendous fun and friendship — a chance to swap

eclipse stories with old friends and to make new acquaintances with astronomers

from all around the world. If you are going to Winnipeg for the eclipse, plan

to stay on the extra night because you certainly would not want to miss the

Eclipse Banquet.

TIME: 7:00 pm, February 26.
PLACE: Holiday Inn, downtown Winnipeg, Manitoba
TICKETS: $15.00 each (please make cheques__payable—to--J1?3janipeg Centre, RASC')

To^purchase _tickefcs-rT*eIse remit the appropriate amount to Phyllis^Belfield,

14 Argonne Bay, Winnipeg, Manitoba, R2J 2K6.

Everyone is welcome — Let's see a good contingent from the Edmonton Centre

there. Please purchase your tickets as soon as possible to assist the Banquet

planners in anticipating the number of places needed. Thank you.
• Alan Dyer

While on the subject of eclipses, it should be noted that an eclipse package

has been put together. For Edmontonians, the details are as follows. For $232,

you will receive: return air fare to Winnipeg based on a minimum of 15 passengers

travelling together, one night hotel accommodation at the City Centre Hotel based

on two persons sharing a-room, return transportation from the airport to the hotel,

planetarium show "When Worlds Align", buffet dinner Sunday night, return bus

transportation to a favorable viewing site north of the city. This is Tour Plan

#2, and the catch is that there must be at least 15 people leaving together on
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a Sunday flight (the 25th). If interested, send a fully refundable deposit of $50

per person to: AATCO FRANK MAHOVLICH TRAVEL, 1240 Bay Street, Totonto, Ontario,

M5R 2A7. They will bill you the balance when flight arrangements are complete.

There is a $25 cancellation fee if the booking is cancelled after January 26th.

In all cases, there is a $16 supplement if you do not want to share your hotel

room. Items of a personal nature and meals other than those stated are not

included in the price quoted. All prices are in Canadian dollars. If you do

send the deposit, be sure to include your name, address, phone number, preferred

airport of departure, and the tour plan number. If you want more information, call

416-962-3527, or after hours, phone 416-469-4171. All this information came from

a newsletter from GALL Publications in Toronto and was received in mid-December.

Conditions may have changed since the advertisement was inserted, so perhaps a

phone call would be in order if you are. interested.
Paul Deans

OBSERVER'S CORNER
January Observing

You are invited to an observing session to be held at the Lowe acreage and

Observatory on Friday, January 19, starting around 7:30pm. In case of clouds,

the event will be held on the following evening, Saturday night, also at 7:30.

If both evenings are cloudy (could Murphy be that despicable?) or if there is a

desire for further observing, the observing session can be held also on the

following weekend (Friday January 26 at 7:30 or, if clouded out, Saturday the

27th at 7:30). Out of 4 possible nights, surely one is going to be clear and not

too cold!

Moonrise on the 1st weekend is around midnight, while the moon is near new

on the second weekend. Check your Observer's Handbook for more details, of

celestial events.

If you have a telescope, bring it by all means. With the major planets

Jupiter and Saturn visible, plus numerous clusters and galaxies, there should be
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no lack of objects to see. (If you haven't seen Saturn for a few months, the

near edge-on aspect of the rings will astound youl). By the way, AC power will be

available. If you don't have a telescope, this is a good opportunity for you to

observe through numerous 15 and 20 cm telescopes, as well as Andrew's own 32 cm

Newtonian.

To get there, follow the map on the preceding page. The entrance to the

Lowe acreage is on the right side on the road. Watch for the mailbox and for all

the funny red flashlights waving around, on top of Andrew's Observatory Hill.

If you are unsure about the weather conditions arid whether or not the session

is going ahead, give Mark Leenders a.call at for a final decision. If

you need a ride out to the Site, also give Mark a call and he will try to arrange

one for you. Andrew Lowe can be reached at — feel free to call him for

more information as well. And remember, dress warmly! See you there.

The Observer's Corner continues to meet every other Sunday at the Physics

Building, Room 445 at 1:30. The following meetings will feature.the following

speakers:

January 7; Mark Leenders discussing Eyepieces

Astrophotography Workshop — Deep Sky Close-Up Astrophotography.

January 21; Shopping Centre Displays Committee Discussion.

Astrophotography Workshop — Exotic Techniques -

February 4; Dave Holmgren discussing Variable Stars

Astrophotography Workshop — Eclipse Photography

For further information, please feel free to phone Mark Leenders at 437-7410.

On the following page is a map with information on the Ellerslie Observatory.

During the coming months, we hope to have many observing sessions at Tony's fine

establishment. He has generously invited us to use it as our R.A.S.C. Near

Observing Site until we can find a site further away from the city lights. With

this in mind, please keep.the map and suggestions for its use on file. You can

obtain a copy of it at the monthly meetings by asking Alan or Paul. Further

information on the use of this site will be contained in upcoming editions of

STARDUST. Hopefully, between Tony's place and Andrew's Observatory, Edmonton

Centre members will be able to view to their heart's content.

Mark Leenders, Alan Dyer
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and R.A.S.C. Near Observing Site

Edmonton

Since it seems unlikely that a very dark
sky observing site will become available to the
center within the next few months (Somebody please
prove me wrongl )f Tony Whyte and Doug Hombeck have
invited us to use the Ellerslie Observatory and
the area around it as a close by observing site•

The site is a place where members can get
together and observe as a group, enjoying both
the comeraderie and assistance of their fellows.
The sky there is not as dark as we would like,
but it is much better than the sky in the city.

To Get Therei

-go south on Hwy, 2.
-turn right at lights at Ellerslie Road
-go 2 miles west
-turn left and go south 2 miles
-turn right at "Hombeck" mailbox
The observatory is about 1 block
distance down the road.

Pleasei
-park in the parking areas shown in
the detail of the map opposite
-bring_a 50 to 100 ft. extension
cord if your 'scope (or car) needs
power. Power will be available on
those occasions when the dome itself
is open,

-keep the area CLEAN
-try not to shine your headlights on
observers or the residence

-be quiet. Remember, someone
is living there•

Ellerslie Road

2 mires

2 miles

W

'Hombeck"

mailbox

18

Hwy. 2
south

- **-5 Ave.

. 23 Ave.

elevators

lighQl
N

A

JB

Steel Buildings-O

ornbeck 1^^
'Residence^> S$

Shed-*E§3 f\
Dome

INFORMATIONi Call Mark Leenders at

Light*^ Fence
* * —* tf * *

y. 3
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O NOTES

O

o

U.F.O. A Down to Earth Angle?

A Winning Theory could net you 1,000 in an unusual competition.

Cutty Sark Scotch Whisky offers the prize for the scientific paper or essay

that contributes the most to our understanding and knowledge of the U.F.O. phenom

ena. How do you evaluate the "evidence" of sightings to date? Whatever your .

theories, if you can put up a convincing, constructive argument, Cutty Sark Whisky

invites you to apply for an entry form. The prize-winning paper will be published

in New Scientist.

Entries will be judged by a panel chaired by the Editor of New Scientist, Dr.

Bernard Dixon, and including Patrick Moore and Dr. Christopher Evans. Closing

date: June 30, 1979. Maximum length: 3,000 words.

Entry Registration forms and rules must be applied for in writing from:

"Scientific Paper Competition", Cutty Sark (U.K. Scotch Whisky) Ltd., 42 Albemarle

Street, Mayfair, London W1X 3FE..

No entry will be accepted unless accompanied by a signed registration form.

(All this came from New Scientist, the October 12, 1978 edition).

Prices are going up, up, up. For all of you who want an 'instant observatory'

via Celestron, take heed! All orders placed at the Queen Elizabeth Planetarium

before February 28, 1979 will permit you to pick up a Celestron 14 (the basic one

that is) for a mere $5900 (give or take a few bucks). HOWEVER, if you delay

until after March 1, 1979, it will cost you over $8400 for the same basic Celestron

14 package. How can you afford to pass up a saving of $2500??? Why, you could

almost'buy an Observatory building kit for that much!! Don't Delay, Act Today!!

Well, there you have it...the NEW format of STARDUST. You like??? You hate???

You don't care??? Why not take a moment to let me know. As mentioned before, this

change of format has been brought about to insure that STARDUST gets out,on.time,

at low cost to the Centre, AND with as little hassle for the Editor as possible.

Next month it will be back to the old format for a while. Please let me know what

you think of this Bh x 11 format — does it look better, is it easier to read,

etc. etc. See you at the next meeting.

Paul Deans



EVMOMTON CEUTRE, ROVAL ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY OP CANADA

Anyone. Intzrz&tzd In thz many iacztA oi astronomy can i-ind opportxi-'
nltleM ion. 6hanlng and increa&lng thz&z inteAz&tb by bzcomlng oaaoc-
ialed with thz Edmonton CzntAz oi thz Royal kt>tAonomical Soclzty oi
Canada. Membzr&hlp Includes compllm'zntary admiMhion to thz Queen
Elizabeth Planztanlum 06 well <u rzczlvlng thz annual R.A.S.C.
Ob^eAvzr'a Handbook, STARDUST [thz monthly nemlettzr oi thz Edmonton
CeitCtel and thz 3ounnal [and NemlztteA) oi thz R.A.S.C. published
bi-monthly.

Mzztlng6 oi thz CzntAz oaz held at thz PlanztaAium zvzry hztond Monday
oi each month [zxczpt 3uly and August) at 8:00 pm. Thz&z mzzting*
izatuAz guzbt &pzakzn& who6z topic* covzr all ahpzctM oi amatzuA and
pnoiz&Aional astronomy.

Thz Obtznvzn.'A Group oi thz Edmonton CzntAz mzzt& on altzrnatz Sunday*
at thz UnivzA&ity oi Albznta on thz 4th Ploon. oi thz Phy&ia> Building.
Anyonz intzrz&tzd in thz many at>pzct& oi obheAvational astronomy 16
invited to attend. Por dztjxilh oi mzzting& and lime*, plza&z call thz
0b6zrvlng ChaJuipznMon.

Enqui/ilz6 rzgardlng membzr&hlp in thz Edmonton Czntnz may be dirzctzd
toward* thz President on. thz Tn.za6un.eA, on. comz to a rzgular monthly
mzeting and znqulnz at that tlmz.

Paht Pnzbidznt:
President:
Vlcz-Prz&idznt
SzcAztanyi
Trza&urzr:
Editor, STARDUST:
Obhzrvlng Chalrpzr6on<
Librarian:
National OOicz Rep.:
Social Commlttzz

Chalrpznon:

EVMONTON CEHTRE COUNCIL
Gary Pinlzy
Alan Vyzr
Ted Cadizn
Ivan Rogzn>
Chrl6tinz Kulyk
Paul Dean*
Mark Lzzndzr*
Stewart Kry&ko
Alan VyeA
Audrzy Loehde



STARVUST

EVMONTON CENTRE, ROYAL ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY OP CANAVA
c/o Quzzn Elizabzth PlaneXaAum

Coronation Park,

Edmonton

HP

NEXT MEETING:

3anuary 8, 1978 $ 8:00 pm

Quzzn Elizabzth Planztarium

TOPIC:

A Potpourri:

1) Getting Your Money'4 Worth Out oi the
1979 0b6zrvzr'i Handbook

-2) A PionzzriVenuM Probz Updatz

3) Thz R.A.S.C. WondeAiul Wlntzr Paj>hlon
Show, or What all thz wzll-dAeA&zd

>' ob6zrvzT6 will be weaning thl6 winter.

OBSERVER'S CORNER

U oi A Phytic* Building, Room 445 [4th loor)
3anuary 7 @ 1:30

3anuary 21 @ 1:30

Por iuAthzr Inionmation 4ee thz oAtlclz In&idz

\




